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Abstract. High spatial resolution measurements of temperature and liquid water content, accompanied by moderate-resolution measurements of humidity and turbulence, collected during the Physics of Stratocumulus Top experiment are analyzed. Two thermodynamically, meteorologically and even optically different cases are investigated. An algorithmic division of the cloud-top region into layers is proposed. Analysis of dynamic stability across these layers leads to the conclusion that the inversion capping the cloud and the cloud-top region is turbulent due to the wind shear, which is strong enough to overcome the high static stability of the inversion. The thickness of this mixing layer adapts to wind and temperature jumps such that the gradient Richardson number stays close to its critical value. Turbulent mixing governs transport across the inversion, but the consequences of this mixing depend on the thermodynamic properties of cloud top and free troposphere. The effects of buoyancy sorting of the mixed parcels in the cloud-top region are different in conditions that permit or prevent cloud-top entrainment instability. Removal of negatively buoyant air from the cloud top is observed in the first case, while buildup of the diluted cloud-top layer is observed in the second one.

1 Introduction

Exchange processes between stratocumulus (Sc) clouds and the free troposphere (FT) above them have been intensively investigated in many research campaigns (e.g., Albrecht et al., 1988; Lenschow et al., 1988; Stevens et al., 2003; Bretherton et al., 2004). Despite the fact that marine stratocumulus is a relatively simple system – plane-parallel, warm cloud occupying the upper part of the well-mixed boundary layer above a homogeneous flat surface, and under an almost “rigid lid” temperature inversion of \( \sim 10 \) K – the understanding of entrainment into the stratocumulus-topped boundary layer (STBL) from the free troposphere is limited. In a paper devoted to this subject Stevens (2002) writes: “... We posed two questions: (1) how well do we really understand entrainment and (2) does it really matter? The answer to the first question is ‘not very well’. The answer to the second question is yes.”

Consequently, estimates of the entrainment velocity are ambiguous. Consider the DYCOMS II field campaign (Stevens et al., 2003). Faloona et al. (2005) report three different values of entrainment velocity calculated from covariances of vertical velocity and conserved variables. All these values fall into the range of uncertainty of the entrainment velocity estimated from the boundary layer growth rate and large-scale subsidence. For the same campaign Gerber et al. (2005) estimated entrainment velocities from conditional sampling of cloud holes and from a flux jump approach. His
estimates differ by a factor of 2, with conditional sampling giving higher values. Gerber et al. (2005) obtained maximum entrainment rates for flights 04 and 06, while Faloona et al. (2005) reported flights 02 and 03 as the most entraining. Using DYCOMS II data Lilly (2008) tested experimentally his modified flux closure formula, introduced for predicting entrainment (Lilly and Stevens, 2008), obtaining values of entrainment velocity closer to that of Faloona et al. (2005) than that of Gerber et al. (2005), but raised many doubts concerning mechanisms of the entrainment process. Ten years after Stevens (2002), in a review paper Wood (2012) writes: “A major unresolved question in stratocumulus dynamics is how the entrainment rate $w_e$ at the top of the STBL relates to STBL turbulent dynamics ... The extent to which entrainment is controlled by the large eddies ... as opposed to small scale mixing processes and direct non-turbulent radiative/evaporative cooling ... is not fully understood.”

The key to the problem is in understanding mixing across the entrainment interface layer (EIL) located between the FT and the STBL (e.g., Caughey et al., 1982; Nicholls and Turton, 1986; Lenschow et al., 2000; Gerber et al., 2005). Data from in situ measurements (e.g., Caughey et al., 1982; Nicholls, 1989; Lenschow et al., 2000; De Roode and Wang, 2007) and the results of numerical simulations (e.g., Moeng et al., 2005; Yamaguchi and Randall, 2008) clearly indicate that the top of Sc is located below the capping inversion and does not directly interact with the FT above. The thickness of the EIL, related to the distance between the cloud top and inversion, varies from a few meters to a few tens of meters (e.g., Haman et al., 2007; Kurowski et al., 2009; Katzwinkel et al., 2012), and differs for different Sc cases (Carman et al., 2012).

Data from the majority of field campaigns and numerical simulations are of too-poor resolution to infer the structural details of such thin EIL and neighboring layers. However, some general conclusions concerning mixing through a stably stratified capping inversion, resulting from theoretical considerations and large eddy simulations (LES), indicate that, in order to allow for entrainment, turbulence in the inversion must be excited. Inversion capping a typical marine stratocumulus is usually too strong to allow buoyancy-driven turbulence, produced elsewhere, to break the barrier of potential energy and mix across the stably stratified layer. This means that at least locally the gradient Richardson number across the inversion has to exceed the critical value, as shown, e.g., by Wang et al. (2008, 2012) and Kurowski et al. (2009). Such a shear-generated turbulence in the EIL was observed in a great detail by Katzwinkel et al. (2012) in the course of several penetrations of Sc top performed with an Airborne Cloud Turbulence Observation System ACTOS (Siebert, 2006).

In this paper we continue investigations of the EIL and capping inversion. We examine in detail two very different cases of stratocumulus top, documented by means of high spatial resolution ($\sim 1$ m or less) measurements of velocity fluctuations, temperature and liquid water content. Airborne data analyzed here were collected during the Physics of Stratocumulus Top (POST) research campaign performed in 2008. The paper is structured in the following way: information about the POST campaign and key instruments providing data for the analysis is in Sect. 2. Two contrasting stratocumulus cases, corresponding to research flights TO10 and TO13 (TO for “Twin Otter”) are presented in Sect. 3. Data analysis and discussion of the results are presented in Sect. 4, and the main findings and working hypotheses are summarized in Sect. 5.

2 POST: Physics of Stratocumulus Top research campaign

POST was a research campaign held in the vicinity of Monterey Bay in July and August 2008 (Gerber et al., 2010; Carman et al., 2012; Gerber et al., 2013). High-resolution in situ measurements with a Center for Interdisciplinary Remotely-Piloted Aircraft Studies (CIRPAS) Twin Otter research aircraft were focused on a detailed study of processes occurring at the interface between the STBL and the FT. The aircraft was equipped for thermodynamics, microphysics, dynamics and radiation measurements. The adopted flight strategy was aimed at collection of data from the cloud-top region, accompanied by information on fluxes in various levels of the STBL and vertical profiles of thermodynamic and dynamic parameters characterizing the lower atmosphere for the purpose of LES. Of key interest was the cloud top, sampled in the course of porpoise-like flight segments across the EIL, as shown in Fig. 3 of Gerber et al. (2010). In this study we focus on fine-scale measurements collected with

Fig. 1. Radome of CIRPAS Twin Otter research aircraft with fast-response instruments used in POST.
the modernized Ultra Fast Thermometer (UFT-M) (Kumala et al., 2013), Particulate Volume Monitor PVM-100 (Gerber et al., 1994), and other fast-response instruments collocated in close proximity around the radome of the aircraft (Fig. 1). The finest-resolution PVM and UFT-M data discussed here are of 1000 Hz sampling frequency, which corresponds to ∼ 5.5 cm spatial resolution at 55 m s−1 true airspeed (TAS) of the Twin Otter. Other fast-response sensors provided 100 Hz and 40 Hz (corresponding to ∼ 55 cm and ∼ 1.4 m spatial resolution) measurements of the three components of turbulent velocity fluctuations and absolute humidity, respectively. In some flights the latter was of slightly worse resolution. Microphysical data discussed here were collected by the phase-Doppler interferometer (PDI) (Chuang et al., 2008), located in a pod under the left wing, ∼ 10 m from the fast sensors. It produces 1 Hz (55 m spatial resolution) drop size distributions. The data are freely available from the POST database maintained by the National Center for Atmospheric Research Earth Observation Laboratory, http://www.eol.ucar.edu/projects/post/.

Preliminary analysis of entrainment performed by Gerber et al. (2010) distinguished between two different stratocumulus regimes, classified as “classical” (8 cases) and “non-classical” (9 cases). The classical regime is characterized by a shallow and strong inversion capped by a stable, dry FT. Stratocumulus cloud below is characterized by the monotonic increase of cloud liquid water content with height, like in the often-quoted Fig. 4 of the review paper of Stevens (2005) or discussed in Sect. 3 of the recent review of Wood (2012), with “cloud holes” – volumes of reduced liquid water content (LWC) – negatively buoyant and subsiding down into the cloud layer (Gerber et al., 2005, 2010; Malinowski et al., 2011). Non-classical cases show various deviations from such a picture: moist layers above the clouds, fluctuations in LWC profiles within the cloud decks, cloud holes positively buoyant and/or rising (Gerber et al., 2010, 2013; Malinowski et al., 2011). In the following we analyze details of the EIL structure in two POST cases, TO10 and TO13, which correspond to the classical and non-classical regimes identified above, in order to understand similarities and differences between the behaviors of the cloud top in these two cases and to analyze details of the entrainment process.

3 Two cases: classical TO10 and non-classical TO13

3.1 Atmospheric soundings

Flight TO10 was performed on 4 August 2008, 17:15–22:15 UTC. It was a daytime flight (local time was UTC −7) in a fairly uniform cloud field (cf. satellite images in POST database). A typical sounding taken in the course of the flight (Fig. 2) shows a sharp liquid water potential temperature \( \theta_l \) jump (10 K) in a ∼ 30 m-thick layer above the cloud top, accompanied by a rapid drop of water vapor mixing ratio and a substantial wind shear (∼ 4 m s\(^{-1}\) per 30 m, which gives 0.133 s\(^{-1}\) for each horizontal component of wind velocity).

Meteorological conditions during evening flight TO13 (performed 9 August 2008, 00:58–06:00 UTC) were different from the ones during TO10 (Fig. 3). While the total jump of \( \theta_l \) between the middle of the mixed layer and the ∼ 1000 m altitude is comparable to the TO10 case, the sharp inversion above the cloud top has a temperature jump of no more than ∼ 4 K (in many penetrations this temperature jump was as weak as ∼ 1 K). \( \theta_l \) and total water profiles show dilution of the ∼ 80 m-thick region in the upper part of the cloud. This suggests that this region is dynamically decoupled from the mixed atmospheric boundary layer. The mixing ratio above the cloud top is high. Figure 3 shows fluctuations of humidity and an almost-saturated layer at ∼ 750 m height. In many penetrations conditions close to saturation were present in a thick layer above the cloud top. The wind jump in the cloud-top region is smaller than in the TO10 case, and the
shear layer is significantly deeper and penetrates the upper part of the cloud layer. Its bottom correlates with the top of the mixed boundary layer. There is also a substantial variability of the shear layer among the penetrations.

### 3.2 Cloud tops

Figure 4 presents 40 Hz records of the temperature ($T$), LWC, pressure corrected altitude and fluctuations of the three components of velocity (the east–west component $u$, the north–south component $v$ and the vertical component $w$) during a typical descent into the cloud deck during TO10 flight. A careful inspection of these plots allows the discrimination of regions with substantially different properties, which will be quantified in Sect. 4.

The left part of the plot shows the FT above the inversion, where the temperature and velocity records are smooth, fluctuations are small, and the temperature gradient is moderate. At a certain height the temperature begins to fluctuate rapidly, falling very quickly above cloud top. Velocity variations show the presence of substantial wind shear and turbulence. A temperature jump of $\sim 8$ K is observed along the flight trajectory over a horizontal distance of $\sim 550$ m and a descent of $\sim 12$ m. Such temperature drop, wind shear, and turbulence are common features for all porpoises in this flight (see e.g. Fig. 4 region from 67 728 s to 67 735 s), suggesting the existence of a characteristic turbulent inversion sublayer (TISL) above the cloud top.

Next the aircraft penetrates a first blob of the cloud ($LWC > 0$). Subsequent penetrations through a series of cloudy and clear filaments are characterized by remarkable (amplitude $\sim 2$ K) temperature fluctuations correlated with LWC. In this region horizontal velocities indicate continuing wind shear, slightly weaker than in the TISL. Turbulent velocity fluctuations are increased. Such variations are recorded over a horizontal distance of $\sim 800$ m in an $\sim 18$ m-thick layer (on Fig. 4 region from 67 735 s to 67 750 s). This region is named the cloud-top mixing sublayer (CTMSL), such that the CTMSL together with the TISL form the EIL. In fact we extend here a standard notion of the EIL as a sublayer of the capping inversion above the cloud top moistened by former mixing events (see e.g. Gerber et al., 2005). This will be elaborated more in the following Sect. 4 of the paper.

Finally, as the temperature ceases to fluctuate significantly, the character of the records changes. There are remarkable fluctuations of LWC, but the value at 40 Hz ($\sim 1.4$ m spatial resolution) remains everywhere above 0. Temperature fluctuations become small, typically 0.2 K, in contrast to those in the CTMSL that exceed 2 K. Velocity fluctuations are still large, especially for the vertical component. This region is called the cloud-top layer (CTL).

In Fig. 5, 40 Hz time series of $T$, LWC, altitude, and velocity fluctuations in a typical penetration of the cloud top during flight TO13 are presented. In contrast to the TO10 case, the beginning of the temperature inversion and increased small-scale fluctuations discriminating the FT and TISL are less distinct. The beginning of the CTMSL is again diagnosed with a first blob of cloudy air. There are increased velocity fluctuations associated with this blob and successive cloud volumes. Except for the first cloudy filaments, the LWC in the CTMSL only slowly approaches the maximum LWC in the CTL below. This suggests that cloud filaments in the CTMSL do not contain adiabatic parcels originating close to the surface and transported there across the whole BL by convective updrafts, which again suggests dynamical decoupling. Humidity in both cloud and clear-air filaments approaches the saturation value. In contrast to the TO10 case, fluctuations of $T$, LWC, and all velocity components continue, with little change to mark the border between the CTMSL and CTL.

### 3.3 Fine-scale structures

In order to better illustrate differences between the layers of the TO10 cloud top, typical fine (1000 Hz, $\sim 5.5$ cm resolution) structures of LWC and $T$ fields are presented in Fig. 6. The upper panel presents the temperature record on a $\sim 200$ m-long segment of flight inside the TISL. Very narrow ($\sim 20$ cm) filaments of temperature differences exceeding 1 K indicate active turbulent mixing. The middle panel displays records of $T$ and LWC in the CTMSL – penetrations through consecutive filaments of undiluted (maximum LWC on the porpoise) cloudy blobs; diluted, partially evaporated cloudy filaments and clear-air parcels (cf. Figs. 6–13 in Haman et al., 2007). The amplitude of temperature fluctuations within these clear-air parcels is comparable to that in the TISL. Inside the undiluted and diluted cloudy filaments, the amplitude of temperature fluctuations is an order of magnitude smaller and temperature variations are not correlated with those of LWC. Finally, in the lowest panel, records from inside the CTL on a segment with cloud holes present are shown for comparison. The amplitude of temperature fluctuations is $\sim 0.1$ K like in cloudy blobs in the CTMSL, and $T$ and LWC fluctuations are usually correlated with few exceptions.

The fine-scale structure of successive layers of TO13 stratocumulus top is shown in Fig. 7. Again, large fluctuations of $T$ are observed in the TISL, indicating turbulent mixing. The amplitude of these fluctuations is smaller than in TO10 in accordance with the smaller temperature jump across the inversion. In the CTMSL, diluted cloudy blobs (reduced LWC) prevail and there are not so many clear-air filaments as in TO10. This is in agreement with the higher humidity of the FT and TISL, which prevents the mixed cloud parcels from rapid evaporation. Regions of reduced LWC are broader and the borders are less sharp. $T$ and LWC records in the CTL are correlated, again with few exceptions.

---
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Fig. 4. Temperature $T$, liquid water content LWC, and velocity fluctuations (mean values subtracted) in the course of a descent into the stratocumulus cloud deck, illustrated by the altitude (black line), during flight TO10.

Fig. 5. As in Fig. 4 but for flight TO13.
Fig. 6. Typical high-resolution (∼ 5.5 cm) records of temperature and LWC fluctuations in TISL (upper panel), CTMSL (middle panel) and CTL (bottom panel) from flight TO10.

3.4 LWC profiles

Let us analyze vertical profiles of LWC across the CTMSL and the CTL. Figure 8 shows LWC averaged over a 1.4 m-long distance (40 Hz data), as a function of height for 12 successive penetrations of cloud top in the course of the TO10 flight. Typically, the maximum of the LWC envelope increases linearly with height, suggesting the presence of parcels lifted (almost) adiabatically from the cloud base (cf. Pawlowska et al., 2000) or even from the surface. Parcels with reduced LWC most often appear in the CTMSL, while in the CTL a depletion of LWC is less common and indicates the presence of cloud holes (Gerber et al., 2005), i.e., parcels of negative buoyancy, formed in the course of mixing and evaporative cooling at the cloud top, slowly descending across the cloud deck as shown in Fig. 12 of Kurowski et al. (2009).

In Fig. 9 twelve typical vertical profiles of LWC collected in the course of flight TO13 are presented in a similar manner to Fig. 8. The difference between TO13 and TO10 is striking. In TO13 the maximum of the LWC envelope in the cloud-top region decreases or is constant with height. Additionally, several panels in Fig. 9 suggest that the layer with the decreasing maximum LWC envelope tops a layer with the typical (for stratocumulus clouds) linear increase of the maximum LWC envelope with altitude.

It is worth mentioning that such a profile of LWC in stratocumulus top is not unique. It resembles, e.g., the RF08B case of FIRE I campaign – cf. Fig. 6 in De Roode and Wang (2007).

3.5 Microphysics

Figure 10 shows in-cloud vertical profiles of median cloud microphysical properties averaged for the entire flight TO10. Observations are from the PDI and are binned by altitude for each individual slant ascent or descent relative to the cloud top for that ascent or descent profile using a threshold of 0.05 g kg⁻¹. On this day, the median (or 50th percentile) drop diameter generally increases slowly with altitude, ranging from 15 µm at an altitude of 100 m below cloud top to nearly 17 µm right at cloud top. This same slow increase in drop size is also found for other percentiles of the drop distribution. The breadth of the number size distribution thus is generally...
Fig. 7. As in Fig. 6 but for flight TO13.

quite similar in this portion of the cloud. The drop number concentration is reasonably constant with altitude (between 100 and 120 mg$^{-1}$) given that the average standard deviation in drop concentration for each altitude is 11 mg$^{-1}$. Overall, the microphysical observations indicate a fairly well-mixed cloud whose properties are dominated mainly by condensational growth and do not exhibit any strong signs of entrainment effects. It is possible that the decrease in drop number concentration in the top 10 m of the cloud indicates a modest amount of inhomogeneous mixing, but, as mentioned earlier, the effect is within the range of uncertainty.

Figure 11 shows averaged cloud microphysical property profiles for flight TO13. On this day the drop diameters are larger than in TO10 by almost 10 µm, with median drop sizes around 24 to 26 µm. The median drop diameter appears to be quite constant with altitude in the top 60 m of the cloud (between −60 and 0 m) rather than slowly increasing as in TO10. The drop size distribution broadens towards smaller sizes as altitude increases in this same region, as evidenced by the decreases in the 10th- and 25th-percentile drop diameters. Drop number concentration generally decreases with altitude, from around 50 mg$^{-1}$ at 120 m below cloud top down to 20 mg$^{-1}$ right at cloud top. These profiles are consistent with a poorly-mixed or decoupled cloud-top region. Entrainment and mixing appear to both decrease drop concentration, by dilution and potentially by complete evaporation of drops, as well as cause some drops to partially shrink in size. High humidity of entrained air suggests that dilution will affect the number concentration to a much greater degree than total evaporation, also consistent with the observations.

One contributor to the median drop size remaining constant near cloud top in response to entrainment may be that collisional growth is also active in this cloud. The size distribution at the large diameter side extends to fairly large sizes (90th-percentile diameter around 32 µm), which is most likely caused by collisional growth. Intermittent drizzle is also much stronger on this day as compared with TO10, consistent with the larger drop sizes.

4 Data analysis and discussion

The previous section documents substantial differences between the classical TO10 and non-classical TO13
Fig. 8. Typical profiles of LWC collected on porpoises in flight TO10. Each point corresponds to a 1.4 m average (40 Hz data). Four consecutive profiles are shown in each row. Successive rows are from different flight legs in order to illustrate variability of LWC for the whole flight.

Fig. 9. As in Fig. 8 but for flight TO13.
stratocumulus cases. These differences in thermodynamical, microphysical and dynamical properties of stratocumulus tops were reflected in the visual appearance of the clouds. Observers onboard the aircraft reported “classic stratocumulus layer” in the course of TO10, in contrast to “cloud tops looking like moguls,” i.e., the bumps on a ski slope, in TO13. Clearly, the nature of differences requires deeper insight into the data.

4.1 Layer division

Detailed analysis of all porpoises in data from the two flights showed that in the majority of recorded cases a division into similar cloud-top sublayers is possible. Testing various criteria led to a quantitative definition of the division. In addition to LWC, the criteria take into account the gradient of liquid water potential temperature, \( \Delta \theta_l / \Delta z \); the turbulent kinetic energy, TKE; and the square of the horizontal wind shear, \((\Delta u / \Delta z)^2 + (\Delta v / \Delta z)^2\), obtained as the sum of squares of the horizontal velocity deviations. Calculations of TKE and the horizontal wind shear use a moving average of 300 points from the 40 Hz data. \( \Delta \theta_l / \Delta z \) is calculated from a linear fit of the liquid water potential temperature over the same interval. The averaging length corresponds to a distance of \( \sim 450 \text{ m} \), chosen to average across a few large turbulent eddies, with a typical size of \( \sim 100 \text{ m} \). On the other hand, given the \( 1.5 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-2} \) ascent/descent rate, such averaging allows distinguishing between layers of thickness of \( \sim 10 \text{ m} \). All three properties are illustrated for a segment from each flight in Figs. 12 and 13.

In these figures the sublayers are delineated by three vertical black lines. From left to right, the first line shows the separation between the FT and TISL, which is identified as the top of capping inversion, i.e., highest point where \( \Delta \theta_l / \Delta z \) exceeds \( 0.2 \text{ K m}^{-1} \) and simultaneously TKE exceeds \( 0.1 \text{ m}^2 \text{s}^{-2} \). Next the division between the TISL and CTMSL corresponds to the uppermost point where LWC exceeds \( 0.05 \text{ g m}^{-3} \), as shown for the same flight segments in Figs. 4 and 5. The final division between the CTMSL and CTL is determined by the point where the square of the horizontal wind shear reaches \( 90\% \) of maximum.

For the descending segment of flight TO10 shown in Fig. 12, the division between the FT and TISL occurs at about \( 67 \text{727 s} \) (656 m altitude). Here we observe an increase of rapid temperature fluctuations superimposed on a negative trend. The turbulent kinetic energy remains high throughout the TISL. Next comes the first indication of the CTMSL at \( 67 \text{736 s} \) (644 m altitude), where the temperature is becoming more stable and turbulent kinetic energy is decreasing. This is followed by the CTL at \( 67 \text{748 s} \) (626 m altitude). From this point LWC stays above zero, while the temperature, turbulent kinetic energy, and horizontal wind stabilize.

As noted, the layers are less distinct in flight TO13 than in TO10. Divisions using these criteria were possible for about half of all segments in this flight. For the segment shown in Fig. 13, the division between the FT and TISL occurs at about \( 18 \text{184 s} \) (730 m altitude) and coincides with the occurrence of very small, rapid \( T \) fluctuations. The CTMSL begins at \( 18 \text{211 s} \) (663 m altitude) with the first distinct cloud blob and continues for much of the penetration. Both the TISL and CTMSL show significant variation of \( \Delta \theta_l / \Delta z \), in contrast to the distinct maximum in the TISL for flight TO10. Finally at \( 18 \text{291 s} \) (536 m altitude) the CTL is reached and the horizontal wind plateaus. The layers are notably thicker in this case, with a TISL thickness of 67 m and CTMSL thickness of 127 m compared to 12 m and 18 m, respectively, for flight TO10.
Fig. 12. Gradient of the liquid water potential temperature, horizontal wind, and turbulent kinetic energy for the same descending segment of flight TO10 shown in Fig. 3. Three black vertical lines mark borders between the free troposphere, the inversion, the cloud mixing layer and the cloud top.

Fig. 13. As in Fig. 12 but for flight TO13. The flight segment corresponds to Fig. 8.
4.2 Richardson number

Using the divisions just described, the bulk Richardson number is estimated for each layer according to the following formula:

\[
R_i = \frac{g}{\theta} \left( \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta z} \right)^2 \left( \frac{\Delta u}{\Delta z} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\Delta v}{\Delta z} \right)^2,
\]

where \( g \) is the acceleration due to gravity, and \( \Delta \theta \), \( \Delta u \) and \( \Delta v \) are the jumps of potential temperature and horizontal velocity components across \( \Delta z \) – the thickness of each of the layers (TISL, CTMSL, EIL) and the vertical distance between the nearest layer division and altitude of turnover for the FT and CTL. Note that this is a crude estimate of \( R_i \), subject to uncertainties due to the measurements along an inclined trajectory, deflections of the cloud top from plane-parallel structure and possible non-stationarity of cloud processes. Nevertheless, we believe that statistics of \( R_i \) estimates from a vast number of cloud-top penetrations provide us at least qualitative insight into the properties of turbulence in the vicinity of cloud top.

Figure 14 shows histograms of \( R_i \) values estimated on porpoises of flight TO10 in the consecutive layers: the lower \( \sim 50 \text{ m} \) of the FT (top left), TISL (top right), CTMSL (middle left), CTL (middle right) and EIL (combination of TISL and CTMSL, bottom). The sampled thickness of the FT and CTL varies across segments due to differences in the turnaround between ascending and descending segments, or vice versa, relative to the cloud. This can affect the Richardson number observed across those partial layers. Flight segments where the calculated Richardson number fell outside the range \([-2, 8]\), or where the layers were not identified, are not included in the histograms.

Recalling many studies (see, e.g., recent discussions in Galperin et al., 2007; Grachev et al., 2012), values of \( R_i > 1 \) suggest stably stratified, non-turbulent fluid. While \( R_i < 0.25 \) is usually considered a critical value, in the range of \( 0.25 < R_i < 1 \) turbulence is often observed. Positive values \( 0 < R_i < 0.25 \) correspond to fully turbulent, stably stratified fluid, while \( R_i < 0 \) indicate statically unstable fluid. Keeping the above in mind, the two upper panels of Fig. 14 indicate that the FT is stably stratified and mostly non-turbulent. In contrast the TISL, characterized by increased static stability, is marginally turbulent: estimates of \( R_i \) from all penetrations peak narrowly in the three highlighted bins centered at 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. \( R_i \) histograms from the CTMSL and CTL require more discussion. First, the median values of \( R_i \) in the CTMSL and CTL indicate turbulence. There are also signatures of \( R_i < 0.25 \) in both layers and \( R_i < 0 \) in the CTL. Second, from the vertical sounding and the definition of \( R_i \) it follows that \( R_i \) estimates in the CTL and in some penetrations of the CTMSL come from small differences in horizontal wind and \( \theta \). Thus, they are associated with large errors resulting from the division of two small numbers. This can be verified in Fig. 12, where the gradient of \( \theta \) (not very different from the gradient of \( \theta \)) and the horizontal wind across these layers had very small values. Similar reasoning explains the observed variability of \( R_i \) estimates in the FT: the wind shear in this layer is small, especially in the case of shallow penetration into the FT in the course of a porpoise.

The last histogram of \( R_i \) in Fig. 14 allows the characterization of the whole EIL. This estimate is more reliable, since the division between the TISL and CTMSL in each porpoise is affected by random error due to inherent variability in the height of the top-most cloud blob. It is also the closest to the canonical interpretation of \( R_i \), i.e., the ratio of potential to kinetic energies across the whole depth of the shear layer. Clearly, the values of \( R_i \) indicate that the EIL is marginally turbulent.

Figure 15 presents histograms of \( R_i \) for the TO13 case. In general, the distributions are quite similar to those from TO10. The statistics are limited since only about half the flight segments had well-identified layers, as discussed in the previous section. Weaker temperature gradients across the TISL result in the larger uncertainty of \( R_i \) determination. However, a vast majority of the cases in both the TISL and CTMSL fall into three bins centered at 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75, indicating marginally turbulent layers. This is also true for the whole EIL. Similar experimental values of \( R_i \) at Sc top are reported by Lenschow et al. (2000) and Katzwinkel et al. (2012). Histograms in Fig. 14e and Fig. 15e closely resemble that in Fig. 7 of Wang et al. (2012) obtained from LES simulations.

4.3 A conceptual model of Sc top

A surprisingly consistent picture of the cloud-top region dynamics emerges from the analysis of the two very different cases. The free troposphere above the inversion is statically and dynamically stable. Values of \( R_i > 1 \) suggest no turbulence, which is consistent with the appearance of the velocity and temperature records. The layers below (TISL, CTMSL and their combination – EIL) are turbulent, with \( R_i \approx R_i^C \) indicating closeness to the margin of stability. Frequent sharp fluctuations of temperature, LWC and all velocity components demonstrate the presence of intensive mixing. Despite the maximum static stability across the TISL, the inversion is turbulent and the border between the non-turbulent FT and the turbulent TISL is sharp since no gradual variation of small-scale velocity fluctuations with height is observed. The location of this border coincides with the upper limit of the wind shear layer. This is also in agreement with a generic concept of entrainment as “the mean inflow across the edge of a turbulent flow” (see the review paper by Turner, 1986).

How can such a consistent picture of the EIL emerge, despite different temperature and velocity jumps, visual appearances of clouds and thermodynamic properties of cloud tops?
Fig. 14. Distribution of observed Richardson number in each layer for different porpoises in flight TO10. The width of each bin is 0.25. The heavy black lines highlight the critical bins centered on $R_i = [0.25, 0.5, 0.75]$.

Consider the formula for $R_i$, rewritten as

$$R_i = \left(\frac{g}{\theta}\right) \frac{\Delta \theta}{\Delta u^2 + \Delta v^2} \Delta z. \tag{2}$$

Remember that forcings responsible for temperature and velocity jumps across the EIL (TISL), $\Delta \theta$, $\Delta u$, and $\Delta v$, assuming convectively well-mixed STBL, are radiative cooling at the cloud top, large-scale subsidence, advection and horizontal pressure gradient. The only local parameter is layer thickness, $\Delta z$. Observed $R_i \approx R_i^{CT}$ across the EIL (TISL) suggests a dynamical adaptation of $\Delta z$ to forcings. This suggestion, formulated in a stratocumulus context by Katzwinkel et al. (2012) (see Fig. 5 therein and accompanying discussion), is well documented in oceanic statically stable shear layers (see Smyth and Moum, 2000, cf. Figs. 11 and 12 therein or the review paper by Peltier and Caufield, 2003). If confirmed, this finding paves the road to entrainment/mixing parametrization based on properties of turbulence in the TISL along the reasoning of Pham and Sarkar (2010).

Now the second problem needs explanation: why, despite such strong similarities in dynamics, are the cloud tops in TO10 and TO13 so different? Analysis of mixing diagrams indicates that thermodynamic properties of the CTL and FT in TO10 allow cloud-top entrainment instability (CTEI): uniform mixtures of air from the cloud top and above the EIL of fraction $\chi < 0.12$ of clear air are negatively buoyant, and only those of fraction $\chi < 0.11$ are saturated after mixing. Independent analyses of buoyancy reversal and mixing fraction performed by Gerber et al. (2013) confirm CTEI in TO10. In such case mixed cloudy parcels of reduced LWC (and some clear parcels close to saturation) are quickly removed from the CTMSL due to the action of negative buoyancy. Thus, cloudy parcels in the CTMSL are almost unmixed, with relatively narrow droplet spectra and high LWC. Mixed clear-air parcels, of increased temperature and humidity, contribute to the thickness of the TISL and undergo consecutive mixing events in turbulent inversion.

In contrast, the conditions during TO13 are CTEI prohibiting. Mixing of air from the CTL with humid, only slightly warmer air from the FT cannot reverse buoyancy. Mixtures of as high a fraction of clear air as $\chi < 0.7$ are still cloudy (with reduced LWC and droplet concentration) and positively buoyant (again in agreement with Gerber et al., 2013). The majority of mixed parcels maintaining cloud water remain close to the level where mixing occurred, undergoing secondary mixing events. Inhomogeneous mixing is more likely in the humid environment (see, e.g., analysis of characteristic times of mixing and evaporation in Andrejczuk et al., 2009) and leads to the reduced sizes of small droplets, while the long residence time of cloudy parcels in the highly turbulent CTMSL may lead to formation of larger droplets due to collision–coalescence processes.
Fig. 15. As in Fig. 14 but for flight TO13.

Taking into account the above analysis, the structure and phenomenology of the stratocumulus top can be summarized graphically in Fig. 16. The STBL is capped by the non-turbulent free troposphere. Within the STBL air is well mixed due to the action of large convective eddies spanning the whole STBL depth (indicated in the illustration as double violet-grey arrows). The entrainment interface layer is turbulent (red spirals with arrows). Through the self-adapting thickness of the EIL, turbulence is kept at a level close to dynamic equilibrium, resulting from production by wind shear (straight brown arrows) and damping by strong static stability (green profile of $\theta_l$).

The effects of turbulent mixing depend on the thermodynamical properties of the FT and the CTL. In a CTEI-permitting situation those mixed and homogenized parcels which are cloudy or close to saturation are removed from the CTMSL by negative buoyancy (white arrows in the left panel). The remaining homogenized clear-air parcels are subject to secondary mixing events and are incorporated into the TISL or form clear-air volumes encompassed by cloudy volumes in the CTMSL. The removal mechanism is efficient enough to keep the CTMSL relatively thin, despite ongoing mixing across the TISL. In a CTEI-prohibiting situation, mixed cloudy parcels are not effectively removed from the CTMSL. The thickness of this layer grows (black dashed arrow between the left and right panel) and it is occupied mostly by diluted cloudy parcels and almost-saturated clear-air blobs, which alters profiles of LWC (compare profiles in both panels).

Certainly, this is a simplified picture of the cloud top emerging from analysis of dynamics and thermodynamics only, and shall be expanded in future research. Changes in the profiles of LWC affect radiative transport and, in effect, influence temperature. Droplet collisions in the CTMSL, probably after some time, trigger water removal from the CTMSL by drizzle. Nevertheless, this conceptual model is a step towards untangling a highly complicated problem of entrainment into the STBL.

5 Conclusions

High-resolution airborne measurements performed in the course of the POST research campaign allow the division of the cloud-top region into layers: non-turbulent free troposphere, turbulent capping inversion sublayer, turbulent cloud-top mixing sublayer (both forming the entrainment interface layer) and the cloud layer below. Two thermodynamically and microphysically different cases of stratocumulus cloud investigated here show a rather consistent picture of the dynamics. (1) Exchange between the free troposphere and cloud top is governed by turbulent mixing across the inversion. The thickness of the inversion and adjacent cloud-top
Fig. 16. Cartoon summarizing the main physical mechanisms of mixing in stratocumulus top in CTEI-permitting and -preventing situations. FT – free troposphere; TISL – turbulent inversion sublayer; CTMSL – cloud-top mixing sublayer; CTL – cloud-top layer. EIL = TISL + CTMSL – entrainment interface layer, between black dashed lines. Straight brown arrows – mean wind; thin spiral brown arrows – turbulent eddies due to shear; double violet-grey lines – convective circulations in the STBL; green and blue lines – $\theta_l$ and LWC profiles from airborne measurements. White arrows in the left panel indicate removal of negatively buoyant parcels from the EIL in the CTEI-permitting case, while black dashed arrow indicates buildup of the CTMSL in the CTEI-prohibiting case.

mixing sublayer results from dynamic adaptation to temperature (density) and wind jumps between the CTL and the FT (considered here as external factors). Adaptation means here maintaining the Richardson number across the EIL close to its critical value. (2) Effects of the exchange depend on thermodynamic properties of air masses undergoing mixing. When temperature and moisture jumps permit cloud-top entrainment instability, negatively buoyant mixed parcels are removed from the CTMSL region due to negative buoyancy. Resultingly, the CTMSL is thin and cloudy parcels in this layer are almost undiluted. In the CTEI preventing case, mixed parcels often remain cloudy, and buoyancy sorting causes them to remain in the cloud-top region below inversion, making the CTMSL thick. Cloudy parcels in this sublayer exhibit widened droplet spectra and a reduced LWC and droplet number condensation.

Decomposition of the entrainment-mixing process into dynamically driven turbulent mixing across the inversion and the thermodynamic effect of mixing gives a perspective on new entrainment parameterizations, accounting for the efficiency of mixing across a stably stratified turbulent shear layer (Pham and Sarkar, 2010) and the subsequent thermodynamic effects of mixing.

The last remark concerns the STBL capped with inversion without wind shear. Based on detailed numerical studies of cloud top, Mellado et al. (2009) and Mellado (2010) conclude that evaporative cooling effects do not break the inversion and that turbulent mixing enhancement is restricted to the layer of cloud below the inversion. What mechanism is responsible for mixing across a very stable inversion layer? The answer is given in Kurowski et al. (2009), who modeled such a situation, based on the DYCOMS II RF01 case. They found that organized updrafts in the STBL have a kinetic energy far too small to penetrate the inversion and, instead, diverge just below it. This diverging outflow produces shear, capable of inducing turbulence and mixing across the EIL. Figures 7 and 9 in that paper present the details of this process and subsequent removal of mixed parcels by negative buoyancy (CTEI-permitting situation).
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